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In the past few decades, organizations have discovered something incredible: principles that
have been used to create enormous successes in large projects can be applied to projects of any
size to create amazing success. As a result, many employees are expected to understand
project management techniques and how to apply them to projects of any size. This book will
give you an overview of the entire project management process, as well as key project
management tools that you can use every day.
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are not acquiring the critical life skills they need to function in human societies. Learning ·
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in educational circles as “workforce development skills” namely, the skills, knowledge, and
abilities Where in the World is My Team?: Making a Success of Your Virtual - Google
Books Result Learning · Library The global workforce is stressed: employees are disengaged
senior managers will be retiring in To attain our project goals we need to bring to bear expert
technical knowledge and keen project management skills.
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